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if a few drops of the
ocean are dirty, the '.
ocean does not become I
dirty.
- Gandhi

You must not lose faith
in humanity, humanity
is an ocean;

VOL. X Number 18

TSC President Resigns
As Students Boycott
by Kathy Renaud

Dr. Robert Heussler, president
of Trenton State College
announced his resignation last
Friday in light of growing faculty
opposition and the continuation
of a student strike demanding his
ouster.
The announcement came
shortly after 2 pm Friday after
Heussler notified Chancellor of
Higher Education , Ralph A.
Dungan of his decision .
Immediately after the
announcement , student strike
leaders called for a weekend
moratorium but noting that
Heussler's resignation was only
one of the strike demands said the
boycott of classes would continue
into this week.
The strike, which began last
Thursday has seen only four to
five percent of Trenton's 4 ,300
students attending classes.
Although the faculty voted
Thursday night not to join the
striking students, a few teachers
were seen crossing the picket
lines.

Weiss Expresses 'Sympathy' With
Faculty Contract Dispute

The strike, was provoked by
the college's Board of Trustee's
refusal to meet with
approximately 300 students after
By Betty Wetzler
Last Thursday , an
their closed meeting last
Wednesday. According to a undetermined number of Newark
student spokesman, President State faculty members cancelled
Heussler told the students that the classes and at tended a mass
Board would meet with them . ·meeting of the Association of
when they returned to campus New Jersey College Faculties in
after a lunch break;· the Trenton. The meeting was lodged
boardmembers did not return to in protest of the lack of progress
campus. It was also reported that in the current contract
Heussler had called the police , negotiations for next year.
however, they remained on the Negotiations have been held since
July.
outskirts of the Ewing campus.
. The faculties association called
for
action on the two main areas
Following the incident a
of
dispute
in the negotiations-salmeeting was held the following
morning with 1300 students in ary increases and reduction of the
attendance. A list of demands was teaching load. The association
drawn up and an immediate strike members are asking for the
following salary levels: instructor,
called for.
$11,431 to $14,869 ; assistant
Besides, the resignation of professor, $17,735-$23,075 ; and
Heussler, the students called for full professor, $21,588-$28,026.
the resignation of the Board of A reduction of the teaching load
Trustees, the seating of a student from the present twelve hours a
or recent Trenton State graduate week to nine hours a week is also
on the Board.
of concern.

Off Campus Housing
Shortage Worsens
An acute shortage of
off-campus housing rooms and
apartments has grown steadily
worse, while student enrollment
increases. Students from out of
the immediate commuting area
are finding it increasingly difficult
to secure living quarters. Dorm
facilities can be offered to only a
limited few on a strick priority
basis. Surveys conducted by
institutions in this area have been
able to locate only fifteen to
twenty rooms which will be
available fo r Septe mber
occupancy. Newark State's need
alone is for 300, while dorms
space open will be approximately
thirty-five.
Dean of Students, Edwin J .
Williams , has studied and

evaluated a proposal which he off-campus housing committee,
feels will help to alleviate this have called upon each Newark
student dilemma. Brounell and State student to assist in the
Kramer Realtors, agents for the housing drive by notifying the
new owners of the Elizabeth committee of any available
Cateret Hotel, have indicated an off-cam pus housing facilities .
interest of their client in They also have urged those who
converting the hotel into are presently living in their own
dorrrtitory facilities , thereby . rooms or apartments, and will not
providing over 200 spaces. be living there in the future, to
However , without a positive contact the committee.
response from the students to
questionnaires which will be
In order to assist stud en ts, in
mailed soon; this project will be selecting a room or an apartment,
scrapped. Some students will have the committee will be publishing a
no alternative out to camp out of handbook, to be distributed to
the grass by Bruce Hall which will · the student body, in March. In
add to the other campus problem addition, the committee is seeking
- "Where will the cars park?"
to expand the meal ticket
Tony Levi a nd Dave program for students living
Lichtenstein, chairmen of the off-campus.

Library Experiments With Sunday Hours
By Betty Wetzler

For the first time, Newark
State's Nancy Thompson Library
will be open to all patrons Sunday
afternoons from two, to five.
Dr. Louis Nagy, head
Librarian, stated that he had
always been in favor of such a
move, but plans had been
handicapped in the past by lack of
funds. He explained that the
library will function on Sundays
just as it d oes on week
days-offering accessibility to the
entire library and the performing
of all essential services (book
circ ulation , reserve room,
refe rence area , micro-film room).
The curriculum centers, not open
during evening hours , will now be
usable during the Sunday hours in
addition to regular day time use.
During the Sunday hours , the
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library will be staffed by the
regular library personnel , although
the number of workers will be
reduced considerably from that of
the normal week day. Dr. Nagy
expressed regret for having to
make due with only a "skeleton
staff," and explained that the
reduction is unavoidable because
of limited funds.
Since this service is now just on
a trial basis, close statistics of the
library's use on Sunday will be
kept. If the statistics show a real
need for the Sunday hours hown by the numbers taking
advantage of the new hours - and
an eventual increase in staff for
Sundays, "depending on the
extent of the use."
In addition to being open on
Sundays, the library is in the

midst of ot her plans to increase
efficiency and render better
service. Preparations for the
transfer of the Reference
department from the second floor
to the Browsing Room area on the
first floor are now being acted
upon. This move will facilitate
research work since it puts the
card catalogues and reference area
on the same floor, and will place
three or four professional
librarians on the main floor. The
Browsing Room will then be
moved to the corner by the
Reserve Book room en trance or
some other corner on the first
floor. Whil e journals and
periodicals will remain on the
second floor , their indexs will be
moved to the first floor. Flyers
explaining all changes will be
distributed at the circulation desk.

Of the 700 to 800 teachers
from New Jersey's six state
colleges who attended the
Trenton meeting, approximately
78 per cent supported strike
action as a means of persuading
the Cahill administration to
satisfy the salary demands;
demands which have been
estimated at a cost of $25 million
a year according to state officials.
Continuous negotiations have
been called for in order to quickly
reach a satisfactory settlement.
Commenting on the situation,
Newark State's Acting President
Nathan Weiss said, "My
sympathies are with the faculty."
Dr. Weiss went on to say that,
when compared with the State
Universities of New York and the
Community Universities of New
York's salary rating systems, the
New Jersey state colleges "place
last", and therefore offer

considerably less salaries. Dr.
Weiss sees this as a blow to
competitiveness since the state
can not attack the necessary
instructors.
Dr. Weiss praised Newark State
teachers for their "extremely
responsible" way of handling the
contract-dispute matter here on
campus and believes "the teachers
have a good case for salary
improvement." He also called for
"stability" at NSC, and hopes for
an immediate settlement so "we
can get on with the work of
developing Newark State
College."
Dr. Weiss concluded: "I hope
the sense of urgency is conveyed
to the decision makers on how
important it is to work out an
acceptable agreement for all
parties and a reasonable
compromise . I am afraid
dessentions could only hurt the
college students of New Jersey."

Judge RulesPriorCensorship
Of Student Press Illeg al
BOSTON

(CPS)

A

The decision was based largely
on the "censorial" supervisory
powers of the advisory board. In
an 18-page opinion , the court said
there is no exception. "The
(Fitchburg) policy conferred
could presumably be used to_get
In the case of Fitchburg State
complete control of the content
College Cycle, Judge Arthur
of the newspaper."
Garity Jr. ruled . that "prior
According to the court
submission to an advisory board
of material intended to be document , "so far as the evidence
published in the Cycle , in order shows," the two members of the
that the board may decide advisory board are " wholly
whether it complies with unfamiliar with the complex tests
responsible freedom of the press of obsenity established by the
or is obscene, may not be supreme court."
constitutionally required either by
"Under the circumstance we
m ea ns of withholding funds need not decide whether adequate
derived from student activity fees procedural safeguards could ever
or otherwise."
be formulated supporting prior
Harold Dulong , the attorney restraint. of a weekly newspaper.
representing the Cycle , termed the It is extre mel y doubtful.
case a landmark case and said the Newspaper censorship in any form
decision, which ' a pplies to student seems essentially incompatible
newspapers at public-funded with freedom of the press."
.
colleges throughout the country,
After consi deri ng the nature of
is significant "in terms of freedom the advisory board, the court
of the student press."
concluded that President
Editors of the Cycle took their Hammond's establishment of the
case to court last fall after advisory boa r d ''is an
Fitchbum State College President unconstitutional exercise of state
James Hammond revoked power."
Garity wrote, "The state is not
newspaper funds because they
printed Eldridge Cleaver's article necessa-rily the unrestrained
"Black Moochie." After the master of- what it creates and
C.leaver article appeared, fosters. Haying fostered a campus
Hammond set up a two-member newspaper, the state may not
advisory board - made up of two impose arbitrary restrictions on
administrators - to review and the matter to be communicated.
approve Cycle material, before Because of the potentially great
social value of a free student voice
material appeared in print.
In this case, Dulong said he in an age of student awareness, it
showed, in effect , that the state would be inconsistent with basic
was acting as a censor. The assumptions of first amendment
freedom of the press provision of freedoms to permit a .campus
the first amendment prohibits the newspaper to be simply a vehicle
(Continued on Page 3)
state from acting as a censor.

Massachusetts U.S. District Court
judge Monday handed down a
ruling against pre-publication
censorship of student newspapers
at state-supported colleges.
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Pocaro Explains
Book Store· Prices

by Frank Roscus
"Textbook prices are
determined by book publishers ;
the bookstore makes no price
changes." This was the response
of Mr. Pocaro, manager of the
NSC bookstore , to a question at
last Thursday's talk-in, with
President Weiss, in the Browsing
Room. Textbook prices and
Co-op priority spending were the
main topics.
NSC's problem of high-priced
~ooks has a simple, factual
answer; the bookstore does not
determine textbook prices. Mr.
Pocaro explained, "The textbook
business is, at best, a break-even
business, in most cases, a losing
operation." A suggestion was
proposed by one of the students
to undertake comparisons with
other N .J. colleges to see whether
prices are similar.
It was brought out that the
bookstore has paid for itself and is
realizing a "profit". The "profits"
are results of income other than
textbooks. The "profits" either go
ba:ck into the bookstore or into
the CO-OP. At a later date profits
are put to various purposes.
The question is: Who shall
determine the purpose? Such a
question was raised two years ago,
when the frrst profit was realized,
and suggestions were requested of
the student body by the Student
Organization. Reportedly, two
suggestions were: to build a sign

· to announce the events occurring
on campus. Since the sign
suggestion was accompanied by a
signed petition, it was adopted.
Money from the CO- OP was also
needed to purchase the projector,
which now is being used to show·
Sunday's films.
A group of student-mothers
who have , until, been able to
operate a day-care center,
questioned why future profits
could not be used to have a
worker come to care for their
children. The answer is that the
question was asked too late! The
mother's wishes now are being
considered by the Student-Org
and President Weiss. "The choice
is up to the students", said one of
the mothers. "Its whether they
would rather their book prices be
lowered or help their fellow
students."
This request isn't as one-sided
as some may think. Dean of
Students Williams pointed out
that if there was a "safe
Reduction" of textbook prices
(safe, so as not to put the
bookstores stability in danger) it
would be a very nominal one,
"probably
20 cents on an
eight-dollar book."
So it seems that the decision is
the students, again. Perhaps this
time more people will realize what
is happening and care where their
money is going will be good
practice for the future.

Schedule of Events
Date
Event
SUNDAY,FEBRUARY22ND
7 :45 P.M.
CCB Film: "The Graduate" - $0.50

MONDAY, FEBRUARY 23RD
I :40-4:00
Senate Executive Comm. Meeting
1:40-3:00
Snack Bar Meeting
,5:00-7:00
Drug Program Meeting
7 :00-10:00
Instrumental Ensemble Rehearsal
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 24TH
8:30-4:00
Placement Interviews
9:00-4:00

Alpha Phi Omega Book Exchange

1:40-2:55

Faculty Meeting
Perf. Arts
Zebra Meeting
NSA Seminar
Presidential Search Comm. mtg.

1:40-2:55
1:40-2:55
1:40-3:30

1:40-4:00
Curriculum Committee Meeting
7:00-10:00
Nu Sigma Phi Meeting
7:00-10:00
Instrumental Ensemble Rehearsal
WEDNESDAY,FEBRUARY25TH
11 :30-2:00
Counseling Services Meeting
11 :30-2:00

Faculty Staff Buffet

4:30-7:00

CCB Dance Comm. Meeting

-7;00-10:00
Instrumental Ensemble Rehearsal
THURSDAY,FEBRUARY26TH
8: 30-4: 00
Placement Interviews
10:00-3:,30

Board of Trustees Meeting

1:40:2:55
1:40-2:55

Campus Girl Scouts Meeting
Liberal Arts Honor Society Mtg.

1:40-2:55
3:30-5:00

NSA Seminar
Open Board of Trustees Meeting

7:00-10:00

Instrumental Ensemble Rehearsal
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 27TH
9:00-3:00
Classroom Renaissance
8:30 P.M.
Instrumental Ensemble Concert

Place

Theatre for
Perf. Arts
Senate Offices
Alumni Lounge
Downs Hall Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
Activities Bldg. RoomB
Little Theatre
Dress. Room
Theatre for
Willis 400
Hex Room
Downs HallRoom A
T 107
Alumni Lounge
Little Theatre
Downs Hall Room B
Downs HallFac. Din. Rm.
Downs Hall Formal Lounge
Little Theatre
Activities Bldg. RoomB
DownsHall Room B
Willis 100
Alumni Lounge

Hex Room
Downs HallRoom a
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
Little Theatre
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Job Opportunities Listed
Many desirable jobs in summer
camps will be available to college
students, nurses and teachers in
the coming season, the New
Jersey State Employment Service
has announced.
The jobs usually last eight
weeks and are at camps in New
Jersey, New York , and
Pennsylvania and the New
England States.
Salaries run from $200 to $600
for the season, plus maintenance,
depending upon experience.
Openings will be available for
persons who can teach various
athletic activities, such as
swimming, golf, baseball and
basketball, or dramatics, dancing,
photography, arts and crafts and
music, as well as for cabin
counselors, camp directors and
registered nurses.
Additional information and
application forms may be
obtained by writing to the Camp
Unit, Professional and
Commercial Placement Office, 80
Mulberry Street, Newark, New
Jersey. These jobs are usually
filled in the spring, so prompt
action is essential.
There is no fee charged to
either the applicant or the
employer for this service.
Newark State College students
will have greater opportunities
this year to obtain summer
positions in camp and recreation
agencies. A counselor placement
service has been established by the
Recreation and O utdoor
Education Division of the Physical

Education Department with
services will be available for both
undergraduate and graduate
students.
Students interested in such
summer work (which might
satisfy internship arrangements
for some majors) may get
application forms in Room D l of
the Physical Education office.
Upon its return to Dl this
application will be placed in a
display notebook where all may
be seen by potential employers.
In the same room,
announcements of available
positions will also be on display
for students to study and follow
up on independently. Potential
employers, throughout the region
are being notified of the service
and arrangements for interviews
will be assisted. Interview days
will be announced.
Luxembourg - A free summer
in Europe - except, of course, for
transportation - is being offered
to American students by the
American Student Information
Service. This unusual innovation is
made possible by the new ASIS
(American Student Information
Service), scholarship fund which
this summer at least, will pay for a
student's placement in a paying
job in Europe, testing, registration
and enrollment in a language
laboratory in Europe, full health
and accident insurance,
orientation tours including hotel
accommodations and meals,
language records course and many
other services necessary for a

summer in Europe including
working papers and permits.
Students only register with and
join ASIS which is open to all
students. However, interested
students should write immediately
requesting the new Handbook
containing registration forms,
photos of American students in
Europe, maps, charts, European
train schedules and prices,
clothing lists and student discount
card application. Each inquiry
must include $2. - to cover the
cost of overseas handling and
airmail postage and be addressed
to Dept. IV, ASIS, 22 Ave. de la
Liberte, Luxembourg City, Grand
Duchy of Luxembourg.
Luxembourg Free placement in
paying jobs in Europe has
swamped the offices of the
American Student Information
Service with requests.. Other
attractions include free testing,
registration and enrollment in a
language laboratory in Europe,
free orientation tours, including
all hotel accommodations and
meals, full health and accident
insurance, student discount cards
for Europe and language records
courses - all at no charge - have
kept ASIS staffers busy.
Interested students should
immediately register with and join
ASIS which is open to all
students. A free handbook
containing lists of paying jobs
available in Europe, registration
forms, European train schedules
and prices student discount card
(Continued on Page 3) ·

Fine Arts Department Announces

Competitive Exhibition
The Fine Arts department
announces a two stage
competative exhibition for the
acquisition of decorative wall
hangings to be placed on
permanent display in public
spaces of the Newark State
College Campus.
Scaled cartoons, mock ups,
drawings or other sketch
proposals are to be submitted to
Mr. E. Austin Goodwin, Room
A-103 in Fine Arts department
before March 9, 1970. These
proposals will be displayed in the
Fine Arts Department Gallery.

The Art Acquisitions Committee
of the Fine Arts Department will
select ten designs for execution.
Winners will be announced on
March 20th and each will be
provided with the amount of
$45 .00 for the purchase of
materials to be used by the
contestant for the production of
his wall hanging. In the event that
a contestant for any reason
cannot complete the wall hanging
the full amount of the materials
money will be returned to the
contest committee and a selected
alternate design will be

Student Organization Executive Board
Applications - Feb. 23rd, 9 am till Feb. 24th, 1:30 pm
Primary March 5th
Fin al March 12th

Council Representatives Applications - March 23rd, 9 am till March 24th, 1:30
pm
Primary - April 9th
Final - April 16th
in

Girl to work in Pizzeria Tues. 3
p.m. - 11 p.m.
1561 Morris Ave.
687-5111
Union, N.J.

Applications - March 9th, 9 am till March 10th, 1:40
pm
Final March 26th
Primary March 19th

obtained

DOLLAR GRAND PRIZE
AWARD. The decision of the
committee will be final and will
be based on suitability and
originality of design and standards
of good craftsmanship.

Cerami's

Class Officers

Applications may be
Organization Offices.

commissioned. These ten selected
banners will then be due prior to
May I, 1970, for exhibition and
final judging. These complete
banners will become property of
Newark State College and will be
permanently displayed in public
spaces on its campus.
Mr. John Cornish of the Fine
Arts department will be available
for consultation and technical
assistance.
A second round of judging will
be made by the Art Acquisitions
Committee to determine the
WINNER OF THE FIFTY

the

Student

NOTICE - all members of the
Soph . ("'72) Class. Become Involved,
be Informed
follow YOUR
representatives and all Sophomore
Class Congress business. Complete
minutes of all meetings posted on
Student Org. bulletin board in the
College
Center. (across from
mailboxes).

-

COUNSELO R POSIT I ONS for the
1970 Summer Season are now
available at Echo H Ill Camps ••••
Contact Mr, or Mrs. Berkobln, Bo x
08809
Clint o n, N.J.
5168,
(20 1-782-7172) for applications
and Interviews.
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Summer Job Opportunities Listed
(Continued from Page 2)

102 Greenwich Avenue,
Greenwich, Connecticut 06830.

application, maps, charts and
photos may be obtained by
sending $2. (for overseas handling
and airmail postage) to Dept III,
ASIS, 22 Ave. de la Liberte,
Luxembourg City, Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg.

The New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs is now
accepting applications from
college and graauate students for
next summer's Interns in
Community Service program.

Interested in finding a job in
Europe for next summer? Well, it
just may be easier than you think;
consider EUROJOB.
A nation-wide program
affiliated with the American
Institute for Foreign Study,
EUROJOB offers enterprising
students a wide variety of summer
employment opportunities in
Britain, France, Germany,
Austria, Switzerland, Italy and the
Scandinavian countries.

The 11-week program , which
will place the students in a variety
of challenging public service
positions throughout the State,
will begin June 15 with a two-day
orientation session. Participants
will hold full-time jobs through
August 28 in municipal, county
and state offices, antipoverty and
Model Cities programs, and in
some public-oriented private
agencies.

Seminars on public affairs
topics are scheduled during the
course of the program.
The application deadline is
April I.
"We encourage all students
interested in direct progessional
The majority of these jobs are
involvement with the problems of
open to both male and female
state and local government to
applicants. Salaries for most job
apply for internships," said
categories for the 5-week work
Gregory Nagy, coordinator of the
period average $150 and include
program.
room and board.
''We particularly hope to
"A unique and perhaps most attract promising students with a
valuable aspect of EUROJOB," career interest in public service,"
says EUROJOB Director H.C. he said. "The positions afford
Kahn, "is that it provides an opportunities that will engage the
unparalled opportunity for young talents of students majoring in
Americans to share with almost every subject." He said
Europeans the details of their that the positions will include
daily lives. No other program does administrative aides to mayors,
research assistants and community
that quite to the same degree."
workers.
The 8-week-\ong EUROJOB
This will be the fourth
program consists of 4 days consecutive year the intern
orientation in London, and 2 program has been conducted.
weeks free to travel at the More than 400 students have
completion of the work period. taken part in the previous
EUROJOB arranges roundtrip jet sessions. More than 150 are
transportation to Europe, room, expected to be hired this summer.
There are no age. sex or marital
board and sightseeing during
orientation period in London, and status restrictions. Students
provides a work visa and regularly enrolled as
placement in job and country of undergraduates or graduates at
choice . All-inclusive fee for these accredited collegs or universities
are eligible to apply. In general,
services is $450.
Further information and applicants must demonstrate a
applications may be obtained by balance of academic achievement
writing to EUROJOB, Dept. CP, and evidence of interest or
EUROJOB openings include
resort and hotel work, farm jobs,
secretarial positions, camp
counseling, domestic positions in
private homes/family companions,
social work and many others.

The Class of 1971
Announces

at

The Manor
West Orange, New Jersey

Friday, March 13, 1970
$15.00 per' Couple
Cocktail Hour
including

Unlimited Cocktails and Hot Hors D'Oeuvres
Dinner
. including
FRUIT COCKTAIL

involvement in community or
public affairs.
The interns are paid according
to the standard Civil Service pay
scale for student assistants,
ranging from $2.00 an hour for
college freshmen to $3.25 an hour
for graduate students.
Applications are available at
the placement office of this
college or university. They also
may be obtained by writing to :
Interns in Community Service,
New Jersey Department of
Community Affairs, P.O. Box
2768, Trenton, New Jersey,
08625.
Applications postmarked on or
before April I will receive full
consideration. Those received
after the deadline will be
considered only for the waiting
list.

Seminar On
Campus Gov.
On Thursday, Feb. 26, campus
N.S.A. will sponsor a seminar
lecture on campus government.
N.S.A. Co-Ordinator Dave
Lichtenstein announced Monday .
This will be the first of a series
concerning the organizational
structure of campus government
at Newark State. Guest speakers
for the first seminar will be Dr.
Howard Didsbury, Professor of
Far Eastern Civilization, and Mr.
Martin Israel, Professor of
Political Science. This first
seminar will deal with "Working
towards an All College
Organization."
Mr. Lichtenstein feels that the
"communications barrier between
organizations and individuals must
be erased'' and that these seminars
are "one way to erase it."
A future seminar is scheduled
concerning the role of Greek
Organizations in campus politics,
in an attempt to better the
understanding and co-operation
between Greeks and non-Greeks.

Judge Rules
(Continued from Page 1)

for ideas the state or the college
administration deems appropriate.
Power to prescribe classroom
curriculum at state universities
may not be transferred to areas
not designed to be part of the
curriculum."
The state has not indicated
whether it will appeal the case .

The Presidential Search
Committee, composed of
members of the entire college
community , recently submitted a
report on its progress in obtaining
a permanent president for Newark
State. The committee reports that
it has corresponded with nearly
120 possible candidates. Initial
interviews have been conducted
with seven. The Committee states
that it still has a few additional
candidates to interview, but
anticipates that all interviews will
have been completed by the end
of this month and that a list of
recommended candidates will be
presented to the Board of
Trustees for their consideration at
that time.
The candidates that have been
interviewed have come from all
parts of the country including the
far west. and from a variecy of
positions in colleges. universities
and government. The list of
potential candidates has now been
closed. and that the presidential
appointment will be made in the
immediate future . However. the
Search Committee emphasized
that it merely recommends, and
that the Board of Trustees will
undoubtedly still wish to see some
of these candidates before it
makes its decision. Also , the
decision as to what the Board is
going to do is contingent upon the
acceptance of the desired
candidate ~ it may be that the
candidates most desired may mil
respond favorably. Therefore. the
announcement as lo when the
appoiritment will be made cannot
be exactly determined a1 this
time. As information becomes
available this will be published.
Mr. Albert Merck. a Trustee
Board member. is chairm.in of the
Presidential Search Committee.
Other Trustee members servin~ 011
the committee are: Dr. John
Brown. Mrs. Mary Burch. and Mr.
John
Kean {Ex officio)
Administrative members include :
Mr . Charle s Longacre. Mr.
Wilmouth Robert s. head of th e
EEo program. Dr. Herbert
Samenfeld, past Dean of Student s
and Mr. Joseph VitaJe. head of
Placement Services. Education
Department memb e rs .ire Dr.
Francine Abele s, Dr. Robert E.
Chasnoff, and Dr. Adella Youtz.
as well as Dr. J oseph Catalano of
the Ph i losophy Department.
Student members are Bill

LUNCH TIME ~ DINNER TIME
ANYTIME· ENJOY! W ~

GARY'S,.
''~ eliie,,/uL,,

SOUP DU JOUR

FAMILY

Restaurants
Open 7 Days a Week

• Entertainment

Vanity Fair featuring "Early in the Mornint'

Bids on Sale Monday, Feb. 23 2 WEEKS ONLY - No Deposits

-S earch Co111mittee
Suh111its Report
Loehning, and Paul Matos,
President and Vice President of
Student Organization, and
Council member - Ben Pierce .
Also included in the student
representation are Susan Stein and
Kevin Alton , co-editors of the
rNDEPENDENT.

---------,-------------------1

ROAST PRIME SIRLOIN OF BEEF
ICE CREAM WITH CRUSHED STRAWBERRIES

A Coleman's Tuxedo Representative will be on
campus Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, Feb. 25,
26, 27 in the College Center.
20% Discount for Students or Dates. Largest
Selection in New Jersey
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from 10 A-.M. to 12:30 P.M.

Saturdays
TM

till 2:00 A.M .

MAPLEWOOD· 1790 SPRINGFIELD AVE
WEST ORANGE 468 EAGLE ROCK AVE.

Notices
Wayne Smith, clarinet, will
also share a joint recital with
music freshman Gregory
Innamorato, saxophone, on
Thursday, February 26th,
college hour, in TP A Building,
Room WA 30. This event, as
well as the next evening's
Instrumental Ensembles
Concert in the Little Theatre
are free to the public and the
students, faculty, staff, and
their families and friends, who
are cordially invited to attend.
Identification Pictures for
transrers will be taken today,
Feb. 19
( ree hour.
I :40-2:55 . Alumni Lounge .
Environ men taJ Teach-In
Commit tee Meeting Thursday
College free hour. February 26.
Sloane Lounge
I.D.'s for other students Sophs. Jrs. Seniors and Frosh
who lost cards on Feb. 20th.
11-2 (A charge of $1.00 is
required for this service.)

Jaa Workshop: Students who
have some proficiency on any
instruments can join and
participate in the Jazz
Workshop. Every Tuesday :
12:00-1 :00 in the Campus
School Music Rm. The
workshop will be conducted by
Prof. Lowell Zimmer (Music
Dept.)

Classified
Lost: College ring near Book
store . Has Nu Sigma Phi's
symbols encrestcd with initials
IGH inside . Phone 965-0116 or
bring it to .iny brother of Nu
Sigma Phi.

Think Pink
Congratulations to Bob Powers
on his election to the freshman
vice-presidency upon the
resignation of Bob Todd.

GOYA
HANG UP?
HANG OUT AT THE
RIVl:RBOAT - MAYBE YOU
WI LL .FEEL BETTER!

RrVERBOAT
LOUNGE
LIVE ROCK
WED.-FRI.-SAT. NITES
424 River Drive
Garfield, N.J.
478-7077
1.0. Required
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"Truth cannot be for.ceJ, but m1tst be allowed to plead for itlelf."

Education Strikes Out
Educators have long been abused
misused , bent, folded , and manipulated b;
New Jersey's pathetic education system but
it is unfortunate that in many inst;nces
strikes or threats of walkouts are the result
of a "pinched pocketbook" rather than a
critical evaluation of the education system
itself.
The education system of New Jersey
must be reexamined by all to determine a
sense of priorities. It seems incongruent that
a state which ranks fifth in national per
capita income also ranks fiftieth in
educational expenditures. It is a sad
commentary that an educator in New Jersey
may be forced to accept $4,700 as a yearly
salary in return for his professional services.
And it is even more contemptuous that the
education system in New Jersey in herantly
expects that faculty and students in its
educational institutes to blindly accept these
controls as immutable law.
The culmination of events that led to the
present situations in Newark, Jersey City,
and the state colleges are deeply implanted
in New J ersey's unwillingness to spend
money where it is most needed , that is, for
education , not the cheap imitation we
rec eiv e now. The INDEPENDENT
sympathizes with the faculty of all institutes
where ed ucators have been ex ploited , and
their profession prostituted.

The dynamics of an education -revolves
around the educator and it is he, the
professional, who must continually reform
the system he works within, for if he doesn't
he is guilty of incompetance.
Although strikes are American as apple
pie, and have their foundations deep in
American history, the student has found
that verbal negotiations are for the most
part, best American history , the student has
found that verbal negotiations are for the
most part , best who feel their committment
to education is in the classroom, and
students should not be denied the right to
attend classes as a result of a walkout or
strike. lf we are to assume that the faculty
are indeed considering a strike as an effective
means to better the present system, ·students
will be the direct recipient of that change. If
faculty are being treated as second class
citizens, and education continues as a
mystical feature in New Jersey, then one
must . be led to believe that as students we
are receiving a second class education. The
issues are different, but the goals are the
same.
Although lines of communication
between faculty and students seem to be
severed over this issue, the Independent
visualizes the committment of Newark
States fac ulty as one in which students
should b e wholeheartedly supporting,
otherwise we can only cheat ourselves.
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Independent
Confuses
Readers
To The Ed itors:
I don't know who wrote your
editorial of February 12th in
which the "tremendous failings"
and "inflationary prices" of the
Book store were mentioned. You
would be doing your readers a
service and fulfilling the
requirements of objective
journalism if you had given the
particulars · on which your
scurrilous hatchet job was based.
I saw several members of the
press at the _discussion meeting
held to talk about the Book store
and related matters : why weren't
aJJ the "tremendous failings"
brought up?
I urge any student or group of
students who want to talk ,about
the Book store problems and
policies to come and see me, so
that we can be sure that they are
getting the right information . If
students persist in getting their
"information" from the
INDEPENDENT without coming
into the store to find out what is
really going on, they are always
going to be confused .
Vincent T. Porcaro
Manager, Book and Supply Store

Bon Voyage
To The Editors:
It is now 12:15. We, three of
Newark State's representatives
abroad, sit in the lobby of a
Traveler's Hotel , situated in
beautiful downtown Brooklyn.
We are proud to be here,
representing our school in a
foreign, exotic country. We like
Brooklyn. It is a fun place.
Kennedy Airport is also a fun
place. Iceland and Copenhagen are
supposed to be fun places, too.
We 'II have to give them a try
sometime. Rumor has it that

~•:T-

··;,az, I ··ls~ [

•al•·

.,.1:..,.

Newark State offers a
well-organized exchange program ,
where the students may travel to
foreign countries via efficient ,
courteous Icelandic Airways.
Don 't believe in rumors.
Barbara, Linda, and Pat

Matos Queried
To The Editors:
After
reading
the
INDEPENDENT I have wondered
whether there is a lack of
communication between some
members of Student Organization
and the students . The
INDEPENDENT brought to light
the fact that the CoJJege
Institutional Planning Board has
no student representation. In my
work as Chairman of College
Center Board and as a student I
am concerned with the future of
Newark State. In the past I have
asked the Vice-President of
Student Organization , Paul Mato s
if it would be possible for me to
serve on the Institutional Planning
Board. To this date any reply
either positive or negative has not
come forth from him. As I am not
a member of council I am not
aware of whether I must be a
Student Organization
Representative to serve on this
committee. But I feel that it is an
injustice that in this period of
Newark State 's growth we do not
have students helping to plan the
future of Newark State.
l hope that this problem can be
resolved because I feel that it is
unworthy of the students in
power not to advance the rights of
the st udents as fa r as possible.
And in this insta nce we have one
of the most important
committeees of the college
without student representation.
Don Merce

Students Ordered
To Leave
To the e di tors:
To Mike Napurano, Don Merce
and any other big shot:
As a tuition paying student,
(Continued on Page 6)
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How To Be Hep
by ED NAHA

(Third is a series of articles designed for those who desire a key to
the world of social acceptance.)
RECIPE: There will undoubtedly be times when you will be
stopped by police for various reasons. For instance, the local law
agency might be irked if they meet you while you are driving around
with your AM radio turned up all the way. You just can't explain to the
older generation that you are doing this because Led Zepplin is on the
radio, and that if you turn it up very, very loud , you may fool the
babes on the corner into thinking that you have an FM set in your car.
(Status, baby .) Instead of going into a lengthy discourse on the merits
of volume , simply slip this nifty little recipe into your conversation:
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John Ciardi: Computer World
Driving Young To Poetry
"nobody wants to read a poem
unless it's perfect." To attain
"perfection" a poet must be
sensitized to an environment of
poetry .
This sensitivity can not be
achieved through drugs, according
to John Ciardi. A member of the
audience engaged the poet in a
dialogue concerning drugs as an
experience con tributing to poetry.
Ciardi conceded that such great
poets as Dylan Thomas, Poe , and
Coleridge were influenced by
drugs and drink. However, Mr.
Ciardi pointed out that most
really good poets "have their LSD
in the poem." He feels a poem can
be an intoxicating experience. "I
like bourbon" said Ciardi. "but I
can't write when I drink. . . . I
don't want to be fogged. I want to
know what I'm doing." He
warned the audience , "Don't

by Ro Robertson

John Ciardi , noted poet ,
writer, and critic, spoke to a large
audience in the Little Theater on
February 13th. The lecture ,
sponsored by the classroom
Renaissance program, was
spontaneous and occasionally
prompted by questions from the
audience. Commenting on the
relevance of poetry to today's
society, John Ciardi stated that
this computer world is driving the
young to poetry. He feels the arts
rescue individuality.
"The badness of bad writing is
always invisible to the writer,"
stressed Ciardi. The rate of
improvement is dependent on
recognition of this badness.
A basic tolerance of poetry ,
Mr. Ciardi feels, is the fact that

Modern philosopher reflecting on meani ng of life, and hiding a~-open zipper with a cleverly placed paper.

take one can of Campbel's Bean with Bacon soup, one can of Beef
Noodle soup and 1½ cans of water. Combine the three in a saucepan
and heat until ready .
MOVIES: Now that you are an intellectual, you must see only
those films that are laden with deep philosophical meaning. In other
words, avoid those that are entertaining. Movies like "I Am Curious,
Yellow," "I, A Woman," and "DeSade" are of great social merit, so feel
free to attend them. They are also excellent examples of skin flicks and
are pretty neat to watch.
Try to see only movies that are popularly accepted by the in
crowd. Films like "Easy Rider" and "Alice's Restaurant" are good
discussion topics at happenings. Even if the film surprised you and
(Continued on Page 7)

think LSD is going to replace
talent."
Speaking further on poetry and
other creative arts, Mr. Ciardi said,
"I think in good art there has to
be an enormous critical apparatus.
Good poetry requires every
resource of the functioning
intelligence and the emotional
intelligence."
Mr. Ciardi, Poetry editor of
SATURDAY REVIEW since
1955. has had many books of
poetry published , among them :
POEMS: HOMEWARD TO
AMERICA, OTHER SKIES , AS
IS. IN THE STONE WORKS.
PERSON TO PERSON, THIS
STRANGEST EVERYTHING,
John Ciardi has also written
numerous books of poetry for
children , and an introduction to
poetry , HOW DOES A POEM
MEAN.

Premiere of A "Cinematic Assault"
End of the Road
This is done first by airing the
ridiculous environment in which
the main character Jake Horner
live : one of black academic robes
and Masters' degrees in English
Literature . But when it comes to
living a life, he is paralized "Catatroic," surrounded by
indecision. Doctor D. portrayed
by James Earl Jones, interrupts
Homer's catatoria with several
doses of the most grotesque form
of therapy imaginable - all
designed to waken the dreamer.
It wo rks. Being ex pose d to
ev e ry kind of " ho pe less"
p syc ho ti c i n rh c d octor's
therapeutic loo ny bin, Horner is
somehow able to assert himself in
a life . It is that of a College
P rofessor teaching Eng lis h
gra m mar. There is the
not-so-ficticious surroundings of
stone d stu d ents and leafy
academia Avakian bui ld s his more
narrative pict ure play of huma n
fo ibles.
Su rp rise! The silliness of the
c lassroo m and b ackyar d
happenings are just as nightmarish
to Horn er as the goings-On in the
asy lum. But now he 's confronted

by D . Dudek

Last week, "End of the Road ."
a film directed by Aram Avakian,
had its World Premiere in -New
York.
•
According to the author, Jahn
Barth. "if each person's life is just
an active dream, then insanity is
just a nightmare." Playing on this
idea , Mr. Avakian parallels
between the real world and that
of a nightmare in his
mood-fantasy film.

with people of intellect - people
who wouldn't dare believe that
their own lives were insane. Here
he gets entangled with Joe and
Rennie Morgan. who at first
glance appear to be a stable
though slightly ·quirky couple off
campus. As it turns out however,
in his own human way. Joe is just
as cracked as anyone, and Rennie
is too lovable. Jake Horner
doesn't resist, and at last
emotional involvement results.
However . R e nnie becomes
pregnant and wants an abortion.
Almo s t too characteristically,
Ho rn er° 0ound ers, reve rts. acts.
and bumps smack into tragedy.
The loss of Rennie - fo r who m he
has fe lt rea l, human love - is what
reall y wakes hi m, to discover that
his crash has bro ught down the
sa me pretenses of Joe and Doctor
D as we ll. Jake Horner. a man
whose life has been transfixed by
the nightmare of inaction. awakes
fro m that horror to fi nd reality
much. much, worse.
A personal plea of Aram
Avakian, evid ent in the film , is
that against pervasive violence in
(Conti nue d o n Page 7)
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How would you feel if your father smoked pot?
If it were all right with him, would it be okay with you?
How okay? Anytime he's home? What about while driving? What about at work?
Even if he's a pilot? If pot should be legal, can anyone smoke it?
Including the President? The Supreme Court? What about your kid sister?
How about your mother? Think about it.
A message to stimulate thinking
from NoDoz-the pill that helps you think when you're tired.
keep alert tablets.
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More Sound and Fury
(Continued from Page 4)

pay $37 .00 a semester for student
activities _fund which are to be
used purposefully.
During college free hour and
any free time my friends and I are
accustomed to spending our time
the T .V . lounge . On Tuesday and
Thursday, the college free hour is
the only free time where all can
get together to talk, etc.
On Feb. 10, at the beginning of
the period, approximately J00
students ·p resent, some advisor
announced to us that there would
be an Ex. Student Organization
Treasury meeting in the T .V.
room and we were told to leave.
They recommended that we go
to the snack bar, which as an idiot
knows, is packed with people .
I feel that this committee led
by Mr. Napurano, and advisor had
no right to infringe upon a
student's free time and order
them to spend their time
elsewhere.
If it was such an "important"
meeting and I quote and even if
we students benefit from it, why
the hell couldn't they have met in
the apprqx. 85 spacious ,
well-lighted, heated classrooms in
Willis Hall, plus the four lecture
halls. Also rooms in Townsend.
Bruce and the whole GD
auditorium in TPA were available.
A little consideration and
organization upon the part of the
Ex. committees might make
students a little more cooperative.
As long as I'm speaking about
the T .V. room , l was told by Don
Merce that the T .V. room is going
to be closed and the T.V. moved
to the little gallery and the
present T.V. room made into a
"Sloan" Lounge. As any moron
can see, the little gallery will
accomodate approx. 35 persons ,
including furniture without .
becoming a fire hazard. What are
they gonna do - sell tickets?
As I see it , the T.V. room is
never occupied by brothers or
sisters (frats & sororities), but
Don, Mike , and their brothers
came to watch the Mets - leaving
a mess of chairs , food , etc; so Don
if you could do it once - You set
an example - didn't you?
Also, so far as food and drinks
in the T.V. room goes , during
fraternity and sorority
orientation, while they were
dancing and singing using the
whole snack bar , Don, why didn't
you care where the nobodies eat
or sat. We were forced to eat in
the T.V. room.
Any sound person could see
that the snack bar will not
accomodate the student body even if you eat lunch second
period. Any way unless your table
is reserved at 7:45 AM by a deck
of cards and your brothers - you
can't get a table.

Mike -

why didn't you ask

your brothers to give up their
table during free hour and tell the
whole snack bar to hush or leave.
Don, I'm not saying our
actions are justified by the
abusement and we know we're
also wrong , but be sensible. Over
300 people use both sides of the
T.V. room a day. Post signs
allowing food and drink but also
give students · another chance
WITH the privlege of food in
there and place proper
receptacles.
Linda Paskovich

Young No_t
Perfect
To the Editors:
This letter is in reference to an
article submitted by Bob Young,
in the February 11 issue, of the
ZEBRA concerning candidates for
the upcoming election for Student
Organization.
Mr. Young seems to think
himself a perfect critic of
everyone on this campus.
However, he is far from perfect.
Mr. Young has a habit of freely
criticizing those individuals who
are doing the most lo
constructively change this school.
Contrary to Mr. Young's
opinions, Mr. Lichtenstein has
continually taken a strong
position favoring the students of
this college. It is people like Mr.
Young who criticize but do
nothing to improve, who are our
greatest obstacle to campus unity,
ana an atmosphere of cooperation
at Newark State College.
Joey Eggim~nn ·73

Bias Toward
"Dirty Hippies"
To the co-editors:
Newark State's extremely bias
attitudes towards various minority
groups on the "campus" is
amazing. In a · period where
minority groups are supposed to
enjoy equal freedoms, Newark
State's discrimination against the
inhabitants of the "T.V. Room " is
truly outstanding. Although no
college rah-rah "frat men,. inhabit
our humble abode, this does not
mean that the administration can
decide to divide our room into
small conference rooms . This
action is undisputedly fraternity
backed . If such is not the case,
why was "Joe Fraternity'' in all
his straight grandure standing
there with his measuring tape
smiling gleefully as he sang the
Swan Song for our room. Now
let's be realistic . Our fellow black
students have the browsing room
in which to rap. Our frat men of

MIXER

folk-lore fame have full possession
of the group tables in our massive,
Greek! snack bar. Now a simple
question . Why, in our age of social
revolution, should the (and I
quote the frat men) "dirty
hippies" go. Since anyone in our
fraternity controlled ( or should I
say psuedo-fraternity) campus
with hair below the upper lobe of
the ear or a growth of more than
two days (but clean , bell bottoms
are acceptable because , after all,
they are "in") is a hippie dupe,
what becomes of us? In a recent
head count there were 34 hippie
types residing in the "T.V.
Room". For this amoun! of
people (yes, Virginia there are
people even though they aren't in
frats there are 24 seats and 3 ash
trays and yet, the great white
leader (The Spiro Agnew of
N.S.C.) bitches that there are
cigarette butts on the floor. Check
the cafeteria floor Don! Next free
second you have, while
nuckraking on campus, think
twice about this injustice. Never
have so many done so much to so
few.
Ken Stegman

Coffee
Abrevv
To the Editor :
Which has the greater power to
create a relaxed, , aesthetic
atmosphere in a room : the decor
(darkness. candles. coffee. soft
classical and folk music, abstract
expressionist paintings) or a group
of "creative contemplative"
people within?
By March, a Coffee House
complete with all the above
ingredients (and more , we hope)
will be set up on campus to
answer that question .
The idea has been brewing
since · last year . when College
Center Board made provisions for
a special Coffee House committee
as a sort of it-might-be-nice
project , to be left pending until
enough of us started to wonder.
where the hell on this campus can
anyone go if he feels like writing ,
discussing quietly , staring at a
painting, or just thinking over a
cup of coffee, without having to
resign himself to the formal dry
silence of the library or the
asphyxiating, boorish din of the
snack bar? Can we create such a
dim. soft place in between those
two extremes that would attract
an appreciative group of people?
So far. the Coffee Ho use
(Continued on Page 7)

SUBSIDIZED
STUDY
IN D IJON, FRANCE

Rutgers Law School

SEMESTER $890 YEA R $1,590
(Tuition, Fees, Room & Board)

N.J. College of Medicine

ALSO SUMME R 70 OR 71

Beer - Band
Friday, Feb. 20, 1970
8:30 P.M. $1.00 pr. girls

REGIS CENT ERS of
INT'L. STUDY, Inc.
R.D . 5, Bloomsburg, Pa. 17815

Newark Rutgers Student Center

High St., Newark

Delores Pizanno - Best Dressed College Girl

Pizanno Named
Best Dressed
Nu Theta Chi sorority again
sponsored the annualGlamour
magazine's "Top Ten Best Dressed
College Girls" competition on
February 11th in the NSC Little
Theatre.
Delores Pizanno, representing
Rho Theta Tau sorority was
named the winner , while Jean
Fitzmaurice, the contestant from
Nu Sigma Tau , placed second.
Other finalists were: Cynthia
Benego of Omega Sigma Psi,
Marilyn Carter representing Beta
Delta Chi, Ro Hasner, contestant
of Delta Sigma Pi, Marilyn
Napoliello of Sigma Beta Chi and
Linda Stawski of Lambda Chi
Rho.
Judges for the competition
were Dr. Joseph Darden , noted
sex education author and
instructor : Mrs. Marcella Haslam ,
counseling psychologist; Mrs. Ann
Walko , research assistant; Mr.
Eugene Fixler, Director of
Student Activities and Mr. James
Jandrowitz , Director of Public
Relations.
Patricia Harrington of Nu
Theta Chi sorority presided as
mistress of ceremonies. Harry
Clark , and Christine Ebright , a
former
"Miss New Jersey ,"
"Sunrise, Sunset" accompanied

N

by Greg Rhodes at the piano. Hela
Yungst, the current "Miss Newark
State ," and last year's Glamour
Contest winner, presented Miss
Pizanno with flowers.
The criteria for judging,
according to Miss Harrington, is
personal appearance , (looks,
charm and poise) , and
participation in college and
Community affairs.
Each contestant modeled two
outfits, wrote a composition,
regarding her college and
community activities and gave a
two-part talk. In this five minute
monologue, she explained I . her
idea of fashion sense, a clear
understanding of her fashion type
a workable wardrobe plan, and, 2.
how she manages her clothes
budget.
Prizes were donated by local
businesses including: Kingston
Restaurant, Banter Associates ,
Inc. , Union Bootery, Union
Stationery , F.P. Discount Store,
NSC Bookstore. Fields Jewelry
Store, Schwartz Drugs , Home
Beautiful Cift Store , and Union
Camera Exchange.
A photograph of Delores
Pizanno and a copy of her essay
will be submitted to the Glamour
magazine ' s annual national
contest.
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How To Be Hep
(Continued from Page 5)

-

turns out to be good, see it anyway. You can always ruin it by your
interpretation.
When attempting to read deep meaning into a film, key lines like:
"Man, he's saying it all " and ''What a Christ figure." always come in
handy.
It doesn't matter if one reads deep meaning into everything
playing at the theater. ("I see road-runner as the manifestation of the
proleft faction, caught in the never ending struggle against .... ") More
than likely the people who listen to you are pretty warped anyway.
If the movie is too difficult for you to interpret, maybe you saw
something complex, like "Dumbo", you can still impress people by
reading symbolism into something realtively simple in nature ... like
the popcorn you're eating. ("I see this kernal as the manifestation of
man's inhumanity to man. Where? ... Oh, uh . . . right over here. You
see where that butter is?)
PHILOSOPHY : To be hep, one must be totally detached, just like
the guy in "Then Came Bronson." To quote things like; "To thine own
self be true " and "Imitation is suicide " to your friends would be a
waste of time, since they are mostly mirrors of your personality ,
(Whew!) In other words, they probably wouldn't recognize quotes from
Emerson and Thoreau. Try something from some well known modem
day philosophers, like Sammy Davis Jr., and Dick Martin. Lines like "I
wannabene " and "I'll drink to that " always fit in a deeply
transcendental conversation concerning the meaning of life. (Depending
on your definition of living, of course.)

Still More Sound and Fury
(Continued from Page 6)

committee has recruited about
seven of us, who are in the process
of collecting the tables and chairs,
paintings and artists, coffee and
cakes, singers and bakers (and
candlestick makers) technicians
and available hours with which to
convert the Hex Room - at least
temporarily. Think it will work?
If enough people do , it will - but
meanwhile we also have to gather
folk and classical records and a
phonograph , for the daytime
hours, and a microphone and
simple stage platform for evening
concerts ( take note!) and besides
all the aforementioned, and
ultimately, an aesthetic clientele
of students, faculty, and
administration alike, to generate
that atmosphere.
If any aspects of this plan
intrigue you, contact us by filling
in a questionnaire in the Alumni
Office at the Student Center ) or
by dropping off an idea in

mailbox No. 649 (Marla Cohen)
or No. 715 (Debbie Monesson's).
In any event, keep us in mind, and
we hope to see you soon.
Coffee House Committee

Just Wow
Dear Editors:
Oh, boy. Dave Lichtenstein's
article on YOU'RE A GOOD
MAN , CHARLIE BROWN was
really groovy. My mother said
she'll get me tickets for my sweet
sixteenth birthday. He really has a
way with those big words. I can
hardly wait - until he reviews
SOUTH PACIFIC.
Sincerely yours,
Patricia Frank

A Sour
Note
To the editors:
Maybe this should go in
SOUND AND FURY, but I chose
to put it here.(Ed. Note: We put it
back.)

Contact
lenses are made
of modern plattics which have entirely different characteristics than the tissues
and fluids of the eye. Consequently your eye cannot handle
this foreign object without help.
So, in order to correct for
Mother Nature's lack of foresight,
you have to use lens solutions to
make your contacts and your eyes
compatible.
There was a time when you
needed two or more separate

solutions to
properly modify and care
for your con tacts, making
them ready for
· your eyes. But now
there's Lensine from
the makers of
Murine. Lensine,
for contact comfort and convenience.
Lensine is the one solution
for complete contact lens care.
Just a drop or two of Lensine coats
and lubricates your lens. This al lows the lens to float more freely
in the natural fluids of your eye.
Why? Because Lensine is an "isotonic " solution, very much like
your own tears. Lensine is compatible with the eye.
Cleaning your contacts with
Lensine retards the build-up of
foreign deposits on the lenses.

And soaking your contacts in
Lensine between wearing periods
assures you of proper lens hygiene. You get a free soaking-storage case with individual lens compartments on the bottom of every
bottle of Lensine.
It has been demonstrated that
improper storage between wearings permits the growth of bacteria on the lenses. This is a sure
cause of eye irritation and, in
some cases, can endanger your
vision. Bacteria cannot grow in
Lensine because it's sterile, selfsanitizing, and antiseptic.
Let caring for your
contacts be as convenient as wearing them.
Get some Lensine ...
Mother's little helper.

Mother Nature
never planned on
contact
lenses·

This past year there has been a
growing controversy over the TV
room, as many of you know. But
last week, things came to a head
when contractors came in ·and
started to measure off the room.
It was learned the CCB offices
were to be made out of the music
side of the room. It was also
found that an agreement had been
made between Don Merce
(representing CCB) and Paul Hill
(representing the TV room) that
no construction would be done
until the present art gallery was
made livable for those being
pushed out of the TV room.
"Livable" meaning drapes on the
windows, and a way to get music
in the room, either by speakers of
allotment of a record player.
So when the contractors came
in, it was naturally thought that
the old art gallery was being
worked on. It was discovered that,
as a reliable source stated, "it

'End of the Road'

would not be ready for some
time."
So there it stands. The
situation is on the borderline of ·
crises now. If it gets any worse, I
can't say what will happen. l can't
speak for everyone, but I know
some of us aren't going to move
out of that room until we get
what was promised to us.
Howard Duff

Stop
Bickering
To The Co-Editors:
I am writing in reference to a
very impertinent letter, which was
published in the INDEPENDENT.
Some very harsh statements were
made and I am sure they all were
very intentional, in every sense of
the word.
Speaking for the BASBU, I
think we should be able to print
what we want, as long as there is
no extremism anywhere. When a
Black student tries to accomplish
anything on this campus, the
White Establishment always tears
it down. The time has come to
stop bickering, we are going to
graduate from Newark State
College, and I don't think anyone
can stop us from doing this. Your
acts of pettiness and prejudice are
very childish and uneducated.
When are you going to grow up,
and start learning to be
responsible young adults, as ALL
COLLEGE STUDENTS should
be. The Black students don't have
time to bicker, we are together.
As for the person who wrote
that letter, they are just showing
their ignorance!!!!
Norrece Wilson
A MEMBER OF
C.B.A. CLASS OF '73

Don't Miss
The C.C.B. Movie

"THE GRADUATE"

(Continued from Page 5)

America. This viewer found that
Mr. Avakian overshot his goal. At
times, the scenes went beyond an
emotional experience to almost a
physical sickening mixed with
disgust. Mr. Avakian was correct
in stating: "If people don't love
this film, they'll hate it. Nobody
will be neutral." Actually this film
is an experience, not a movie.
"It is a cinematic assault on the
audience, the individual and the
senses," "A trip without drugs"
"No one can walk away
without feeling either enjoyment
or disgust."

Theatre For
Performing Arts

This Sunday

Admission

50c

JOBS! JOBS! and more JOBS!

Students, Teachers. Stateside and International Jobs.
Recreational Jobs; Year-round Jobs; Summer Jobs. All
occupations and trades. Enjoy a vacation while you
earn. Hurry! The best jobs are taken early.
Write: "JOBS", P.O. Box 475,
Dept. CP 194-1
Lodi, Calif. 95240
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On-·The· Ball

.Squires Fall To _
Glassboro, Paterson
By Randy McCarthy
The Newark State College
basketball team found its seven
game road trip to be disasterous ,
with the exception of the
Montclair State game. The Squires
couldn't even find consolation in
the State College Conference as
they dropped two "big ones" last
week.
Glassboro State College gained
revenge for an earlier 99-89
beating and dumped NSC by a
109-93 score. Surprisingly
enough, Newark out rebounded
the winners (6049) but managed
to give them the ball game
anyway in committing 36
turnovers.
NSC made it a contest for the
first five minutes of play. Alex
Kennedy lead the fast break with
a lay up to tie the game at 12.
Glassboro's Andy Ross hit on a
jumper for a 14-12 lead, but Jim
Marino countered with a deuce to
know he score. Right here the
Profs streaked for 18 points to the
Squires six, g1vmg them a
comfortable 32-20 lead. Bob
Backman, who sat out the first
semester with academic
ineligibility, carred the victors
through the half. The junior
scoring ace fired in 19 markers
which helped Glassboro to a
5942 halftime score.
Eight points was the closest the
Blue and White could come to
catching the south Jersey sd1uol.

A George Gilcrest basket at 7 :43
cut the deficit to 85-77 . Glassboro
simply matched the Squires shot
for shot, keeping the locals out of
contention.
Wilbur Aikens' 25 point
performance was one bright spot
in the loss. Dan Pocus wasn't far
behind as he tossed in 23 points.
Jim Marino and George Gilcrest
and Aikins grabbed 15 rebounds
apiece.
NSC concluded its road stand
on Valentine's Day , and the
victory couldn't have been lovelier
for Paterson State. The Squires
seemed to forget about the
defensive aspect of the game as
the Pioneers rolled up m points.
(The last four opponents have
walked off with over JOO points).
The game was a waste of time as
the losers played only because the
game was on the schedule (and
many alumni can remember when
conference games were THE
games of a season). Newark
looked good for the first three
minutes (it's a shame there is 40
minutes to a ball game). Paterson
lead 4-0 when the Squires made
their bid. Baskets by Wilbur
Aikins , George Gilcrest and Jim
Marino gave the visitors six in a
row and a two point lead. And
that was it for the night. All the
excitement was gone for Newark
fans. (You might as well go
someplace and have a good time).

Anyway, 6'5 Gary Hipp and Doug
Gross began to pour it on for the
winners in combining for 28 of
Paterson's 58 first half points.
Newark State decided to run
with Paterson (which was a bad
thing to do) and later changed
from a zone to a man-to-man
defense in going to the 111-83
defeat. Coach Cheskey cleared the
bench at 6: 16 , the loss left the
Squires with a 4-15 mark and a
2-5 in conference play . Paterson
stands at 13-7 overall while
holding a 3-3 conference record.
So what's new? Danny Pocus
added one more free throw before
the streak was snapped at 18
(school record) at Glassboro. And
senior George Gilcrest's is
approaching the elite 1,000 point
plateau.
NEWARK STATE 83
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Women's Basketball Team Wins Two
By Jennifer Perone

On the I 0th and 12th of this
month Newark State's Women's
Basketball Team added two more
wins to this season's score. Both
were home games in which both
Varsity and J.V. teams
participated. In the first games vs.
St. Elizabeth's College, NSC
steadily increased an early lead to
achieve an easy victory over the
opposition. Our high scorers,
Linda Smith, Maxine Tullai, and

Alice Pulak, did their thing once
more . adding 17, 13 , and IO
points, respectively to the final
score. The eventual outcome of
the day left NSC's Varsity with a
strong 41-22 win the J.V. team
with a score of 38-26. The second
games were played against
Douglass College, long-standing
tough opposition for NSC.
Competition was keen , yet NSC
again managed to pull through ,
emerging victorious from both

games. Our Varisty scored 52
points to Douglass' 41, and the
J.V. trounced Douglass 48-24.
High scorers again were Linda
Smith, Alice Pulak-the amazing
freshman GE major , Ellen Day on ,
and Maxine Tullai. J .V. scorers
were Onalee Gaze, Barbara
McKeon, and Brooks Wescott.
This brings the team's record
to date as: J .V. 2 wins l loss and
Varsity 4 wins - I loss.

W.R.A.-Anyone For Tennis?
- Specifically Women 's Varsity
TENNIS? New talent is needed to
supplement last year's returnees.
Can we improve upon last year's
record of 5-3? The answer to this
is expected at 3: 00 P.M. on
Tuesday, March 10th, when the
candidates will meet for their first
practice.
All interested candidates are
urged to see Miss Shiposh in the
Physical Education Department,
immediately. Groundwork must
be established now! SOFTBALL is ano ther NSC
sport due to start soon. Practices
are scheduled to begin March 9th
in Gym D. Practice will be held
Mondays and Wednesdays from
6:00-7 :00 P.M. and on Fridays
from 4 :30 to 6:00 . The first
intercollegiate game will be helcl
in April against Douglass College.
VOLLEYBALL CLUB starts
Thursday Feb. 26. This club is
open to all women students
interested in working on power
volleyba ll techniques . The
event ual idea is to develop a
varsity team so if interested sign

up in Miss Thigpen's office in the
Gym. Practices will be held from
5: 30-6 : 30 each subsequent
Tuesday and Thursday during half
of May in Gym B. Several matches
will be scheduled with other
colleges during the season, the
first probably in .early March.

By Rick ·Watson
Lacrosse made its debut on campus Monday as practice under the
leadership of Mr. Waterman began. Sixteen men came out for the first
day but a total of twenty-six is Mr. Waterman's goal. Practice sessions
are held daily at 3:30 till 5 :00 , however some special arrangements are
being made for those students who want to play but have classes during
that time.
Baseball practice also began in full swing on Monday. Forty-four
men have signed up for the team , the largest amount of men to ever
turn out for a Newark State sport. This number unfortunately has to be
cut down to eighteen men due to a lack of uniforms for a second or
Junior Varsity team. The tenative team will include five pitchers, three
catchers and ten fielders.
The large number of candidates is encouraging with regards to the
new athletic program. It give an indication that football may also have a
large turn out. Also it shows an increasing desire ·for mens athletic
programs or a physical education major in the coming years.
The basketball team returns to our home court this week ~ith
games against Rhode Island , Paterson State and Trenton State. The
schedule for games this week is:
· Rhode Island .. ... ... ........... ..... ...... ...... .... .. Home, 8:00 Thursday, Feb. 19
Paterson Stated ......................................... ......... 8:00 Saturday, Feb. 21
Trenton State ................. :.... .. ....................... ... 8:00 Wednesday , Feb. 25

Mens lntramurals
by Lois Abate

FORTITUDE and AMBITION
are certainly the key words
denoting this season's intramural
basketball teams! In the opening
of the season an immense display
of constant movement and
co-ordirlation has resulted in some
excellent team work.
In the February 10 games the Dwarfs established a lead of
39-14 over the Dougalite All-Stars
at halftime and concluded with a
score of 85-32. The Thunderbirds
also rolled over the 44 Express
No. 2 with a final score of 72-51.
Leading the scoring for the
Dwarfs was Jim Corbett with 20
points, followed by Frank Buggs
with 18 points. High scorer for
the Dougalite All-Stars was
McDaniels with 17 points.
Leading scorer for the
Thunderbirds was John Guare 15
points. Accumulating a large
margin in points for the 44
Express No. 2 were Bill Cook-13
points and Bob Sasala and John
Zaranka each tied with 20 points.

In the succeeding games,
February 12, the Jeff 440
achieved their objective by
topping the Hogans 46-37. High
scorer for the Jeff 440 was Bob
Leblein-14 points, followed by
Merlino-12 points. Leading the
scoring for the Hogans was Harold
Berger with a total of 22 points.
Anchoring their first place
position, the Vectors took the
Dwarfs with a score of 64-51. Top

scorers were Joseph DiLeo-18
points, Meyers and Giannotti tied
with 13 points each. High man for
the Dwarfs and high score for the
week was Brown with 25 points.
Up-<:oming

Feb. 19 - 1:50 pm., Spranitz
vs. Dwarfs, C.
Feb. 24 - 1 :50 pm., Jeff 440
vs. 44 Express, No 2, B; Vectors
vs. Thunderbirds C.
Feb. 26 - 1: 50 pm., Arabian
Knights vs. Dougalite All-Stars, B;
Hogans vs. 44 Express, No. 2, C.

Other upcoming events include
two events to be held this
Thursday the 19th. There will be
an away game vs . Paterson State
College for the Basketball team
both Varsity an d J.V. The seco nd
event is a swim meet , Newark
State vs. Barnard College.

TAP REQUESTS YOUR VOTE
TAP (The College Committee on Traditions and Procedures) asks
the college community to direct them on t he following matter:
Wh ether it is t he community's pleasure for this committee to
arrange for the carrying and display of a Newark State College
flag in official ceremonies. The flag would bear the college seal
and take the place of the State flag in college ceremonies. Please
express your wish on ballot below. Ballot boxes are in Townsend
lobby and by Informational Services in the Student Center.
I am in favor of an official Newark State College Flag
Yes

No

basketball games

TODAY and NEXT WEEK:

Intramural action last week.

